Directions to Philadelphia Boys’ Gymnastics in the 4700 Wissahickon Avenue Industrial Complex.
From northbound Route 1 (Roosevelt Expressway) - after crossing the Schuylkill River from I-76, take the first exit for
Wissahickon Avenue, which puts you on Abbottsford. Turn into Entrance A and head to the far end of the building,
passing "Material Culture" on the left Our green-door entrance, which doesn't yet have our name by it, has large
signs overhead for "TAIG" and "Clarissa." Walk up the stairs or take the elevator to the second floor. Pass through
another door and walk by PromGirl on the right. Pass through the next door and you'll enter a hallway. We're at the
end of this hallway on the right. Since we operate after hours for the businesses there, disregard the parking space
signs.
From southbound Route 1 (Roosevelt Expressway) - exit at Fox Street in Germantown. At the light, turn left and turn
left again onto Abbottsford. Turn into Entrance A and head to the far end of the building, passing "Material Culture"
on the left Our green-door entrance, which doesn't yet have our name by it, has large signs overhead for "TAIG" and
"Clarissa." Walk up the stairs or take the elevator to the second floor. Pass through another door and walk by
PromGirl on the right. Pass through the next door and you'll enter a hallway. We're at the end of this hallway on the
right. Since we operate after hours for the businesses there, disregard the parking space signs.
If you come from center city and approach our building on Wissahickon Av, turn left onto Roberts Av, then turn into
Entrance B and park as close to the building entrance as you can (lots of parking available).
SEPTA routes H and XH stop in front of our building on Wissahickon Av.
From the parking lot: Go through the double green doors with white trim. Pass through a second set of blue double
doors directly ahead. Then go left and right to pass “Abbottsford-Falls Dental Care.” Pass through the brown double
doors ahead and our door is dead ahead.

